What’s happening in Room 2

This week we listened to “Where the Wild Things Are”. We wrote about what we did, and how we looked when WE were wild!

Yesterday we were lucky enough to watch a play by the “Keep Dunedin Beautiful” group. They taught us about caring for our environment by recycling, and not graffiti-ing things!

They sang lots of songs we knew but they changed the words. It was lots of fun!

In topic we have been learning about our own culture. We took a mind map home to talk about with our parents.

Our band has been practising a new song to play at Wakari kindy soon.

This Friday we are having our charades competition because we have been learning about symbols and texts.

In class this week we have been blessing ourselves in Filipino. Other languages we bless ourselves in are Maori, English and Tongan.

Paint Shirts

Our school paint shirts are looking extremely worse for wear! If you have any old shirts or tee-shirts at home, please send them along to school so that we can replenish our supplies.

Thank you.